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Retiring

ASSU President

Cordova
Will Be M.C.
At Banquet
Fred Cordova, director of University Relations, will be master
of ceremonies at the second annual Interfaith Human Rights
Banquet Tuesday at the Seattle

Term

He criticized, however, the
student activists' contention that
student government should be
an agent of "collective bargaining" with the University.
and of Treasurer Tom Robinson
"The primary obligation of
"striking a perfect balance" be- student government is to control
tween caution and risk.
the day-to-day operation of stuConsidering his regrets, In- dent affairs," he said, "not to
man paused to gaze for a while constantly battle the adminisinto the cigarette smoke sur- tration."
Inman will spend another
rounding him, then spoke slowly.
quarter at S.U., although he
"The system of student gov- says
he's not sure just when.
ernment is ailing," he said,
Currently
his worries are supthere's no doubt about that."
porting his wifeBonnie and baby
"I don't think the ASSU Presi- girl Daneka, and starting a cadent is an 'errand boy for the reer in law enforcement.
administration',but Idon't think
A sociology major, he has
the job entails all it could, or spent the last six months trainpeople
think it does." ing
even what
as a cadet officer with the
Scotty Hale, Inman said, had Seattle Police Department. He
some "basically sound" ideas received his badge as a patrolabout changing the direction of man just weeks ago, now works
student government.
a grueling 7 p.m. to 3 a.m. night
"But the thing that disturbed shift.
"Mostly drunks and traffic,
me was that he talked big, but
probably couldnot have accomp- but Ienjoy the work, and Iwant
lishedmuch. Idon't think he had to stay in it," he said. Inman
the leadership ability to carry hopes eventually to work as a
juvenile officer.
his program out."
streets around S.U.;

of Second
vice president John Petrie taking on the work, including Homecoming and special events, that
three men handled last year;

By KERRY WEBSTER
Larry Inman leaves office as ASSU President this
quarter with little regret
and a legacy of quiet accomplishment.
The most unobtrusive student
head in many years, Inman disliked the publicity and ceremony
that sometimes surrounds the
office of president, even to the
point of avoiding photographs.
Rather than a charismatic leader, he regarded himself as a
"chief coordinator" of the ASSU.
Last week, Inman sat at a
corner table in the Tabard Inn,
one of his administration's accomplishments, and discussed
the past year.
"This is the thing Ithink we
can be most proud of this year,"
he said, indicating the oakpaneled coffeehouse.
"We spent a great deal of
money on this project, but I
think the day w.ll come when
the students will wonder how
they ever got along without it."
If the completion of the longdormant coffeehouse was the Inman administration's most visi-

Surveys

LARRY INMAN
ble success, there were others, ties and took initiatives they did
less ostentatious, that he credits not have to."
with being equally important.
Inman spoke of Paul Seeley,
One of these was the cooperation ASSU Publicity Director, leading
of the ASSU executiveofficers.
a campaign to get "Seattle U."
"You might almost say we signs on the highways and main
had, instead of a group of separate officers, a cooperative
Board of Directors," he said,
"All the officers shared in the
discussions anddecisions we had
to make."
"There were a lot of small
things, extra little things, that
these men did, that all add up.
They all accepted responsibili-

SEATTLE Sectator UNIVERSITY

Black History
Section Added

An additional section of AfroCenter ExhibitionHall. The ban- American history has been auexpected
quet,
to draw more thorized foi- spring quarter and
than 2,400 people, is sponsored will be taught by Mr. Robert E.
by the Catholic InterracialCounColbert of the Black Studies faccil of Seattle.
ulty at Shoreline College.
Guest speaker this year will be
This course is especially bethe Rev. Channing E. Phillips, ing offered for those students
senio- minister of Lincoln Tem- who had worked for the purpose
ple, the United Church of Christ, of getting a black history course
Washington, D.C. A veteran civ- and were unable to enroll in the
il-rights advocate, Rev. Phillips first class offered.
is also the first black man to
It was through the joint efhave his name placed in formal forts of the Urban Affais comnomination for the presidency mittee, the BSU, and the History
of the United States.
department thatthis extra course
is being provided. The course
is not being finance" from the
regular budget, but with funds
privately provided.
It is expected that the cla^s
will be a two hour, held twice a
week in the late afternoon.
By MARSHA GREEN
In one of its first orders of
business, the newly-formedCommittee of Urban Affairs electe !
Dr. James McGuire, school of
Business, committee chairman
at their maeting Wednesday.
The committee made some
preliminary reports on matters
A pair of hungry thieves went
involving S.U. and the urban to a lot of trouble for a box of
area which they hope to under- potato chips yesterday evening.
take in the next few weeks.
Two unidentified youths ripped
IN A problem related to Cen- the metal stripping off a loading
tral Area education, a drop-out door at the side of the student
prevention study is being con- union at about 3:30 a.m., gainsidered. The members of the ing access to a Saga Food storecommittee saw the possibility of room.
Leavingwith a large box, they
the University taking a leading
role in the program and make were spotted by a campus guard,
available some of the facilities. who called for them to halt.
The committee is looking into They fled instead, escaping aStreet.
the feasibility of such a pro- cross Madison
The potato chips were the only
gram and people to work on it
in the next seven weeks. At this edibles still stored in the room,
point, the Seattle School District, which had been in recent disthe Model Cities Program, and use.
The incident was one of a
the University are involved in continuing
series of petty thefts
the planning stages of the prowhich have been plaguing the
gram and S.U. has not made University
all year. Another reany commitment past the plancent example has been the raidning stage.
Ing of sanitary napkin dispensBrian Cullerton, director of ers in restrooms. Assistant plant
Affairs,
Urban
stressed the im- manager
Joe Gardiner said yesportance of getting the matter terday that
gangs of youths have
talked up between students and been ripping
the machines apart
faculty. He said he hoped that
30 or 40 cents each confor
the
important
S.U. couli make an
tains.
contribution to this critical area.
THE FORMATION of a memorial to Edwin Pratt, slain Urban League director was then
The A Phi 0 Bookstore, locatundertaken. Larry Sanford, a ed in Bellarmine Apartments,
member of the comnvttee and will be open from 12-1 p.m. on
the Seattle Urban League, said March 19-21 to receive books
that Ed Pratt believed in educa- from anyone wishing to sell.
tion and that he would have
Spring quarter sales will take
wanted somethinglike a scholar- place during the first week of
ship in his memory.
the quarter.

Urban Affairs
Chairman Named

XXXVII
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Open Dorms Favored:

Inter-Hall Council Polls Dorm
By KATHY MCCARTHY

The latest Inter-Hall Council

open dorm poll indicates that
74.7% of voting S.U. dorm students support an open dorm on
Saturdays while 93.3% expressed satisfaction with Sunday.
The number of votes cast totaled 930 or, respectively, Campion: 442, Marycrest: 199 and
Bellarmine: 289.
APPROVAL of Saturday open

houses every weekend was given
by 57.3% of the voters. This
figure represents a plurality of

(144) against any open houses

on Saturday.

Times given general approval
for Saturdays were evenings
(33%) for six hours (41%). Bellarmine voters preferred afternoons while a small majority of
Marycrest residents favored a

four hour limit.

On the question of Sunday
visiting, 52% of the students
favored an open house every
weekend. (This represents a
plurality of every dorm.)

AFTERNOON hours won the

opinion in Campion and Mary- greatest approval in each dorm
crest but Bellarmine Hall cast with a total of 56.8% in agreea substantial majority of votesi nent.

Hungry Burglars Discover Only
Potato Chips in Chief Storeroom

Marycrest (77) and Bellarmine
(115) students favored a four
hour limit but a majority of
Campion voters (238) gave the
six hour durat'on the highest
over-all percentage of 41%.
Results of the new poll are
presently under considerationby
the Student Personnel Board
while Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J.,
Board chairman, is taking the
poll to the Psychology department for analysis.
THE BOARD halted action on
the open house proposal in midFebruary on the grounds that
initial fall ballots for approval
and specific t'mes were not secret and thus not totally representative of student opinion.
Frank Nardo, Interhall Council chairman, collaborated with
Dr. Charles Schultz, assistant
professor of psychology, in designing the poll and presenting
it to the Board. The three dorms
were polled separately and the
statistics were kept separate.
Sealed votes were collected by
floor moderators by 11 p.m.,
March 7.

Guide Jobs
Opening To
S. U. Males

Seattle City Light has announced that they have several summer jobs for men as Tour
Guides in the Skagit area starting this June. Young men in
these positions guide groups of
tourists through the Skagit area.

Book Sale Opens

HUNGRY THIEVES: Campus guard Sgt. Walker inspected damage to a metal door at the student union
building yesterday morning, shortly after giving chase
to a pair of suspected burglars. The thieves gained entry
to a little-used food storeroom, found only a box of
—Spectator photo by Kerry Webster
potato chips.

The pay is $462 per month, plus
room and board.
Applicants for the position
must be superior in appearance,
stature, and be able to express
themselves verbally, in other
words, a member of the "Establishment." The men must be
single and 20 by August 1, 1969
and have completed their secon i
year of college.
Interviews for these jobs will
be conducted March 17 through

April 4 by appointment. Contact
Michael J. Dolan, Director of
Placement, in the Placement Office, Room 110, Bookstore Building for further information.

VM

CAMPVS FOR
boycott
To the Editor:
Mr. Mel Questad, in statements
quoted by Miss Marcy Benckert
in the March 12th Spectator article
"Campus Groups Divided on
Grape Boycott Issue," consistently confused issues and misrepre-

sented facts.
1. Mr.
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that
Questad suggested
Organ-

the United Farm Workers
izing Committee and Grape Boycott supporters should pressure
state and national legislatures for
more legislation. H2 fails to mention that this is precisely what the
United Farm Workers have been
doing for three years. President
Nixon has consented to consider

extending the 1935 National Labor
Relations Act to farm workers
precisely because of international
ape boycott pressure. (This past
ur, Nixon's "agri-business bud:s" in Delano have lost some
5 million.)
2. On the subject of wages, the
rrent minimum wage for women
d children agricultural workers
$1.65 an hour. This minimum
age ironically does not apply to
men, who are the main wage
earners. According to statistics of
the California Labor Department,
during October 1968, the average
wage for farm workers was $1.50
an hour. That is $250 a month,
hardly a princely sum on which
to support a family. The fact that
these wages are higher thin elsewhere in the United States as Mr.
noted, is no justification
Questad
these California farm
for keeping
workers b;low the poverty level
income.
3. Mr. Questad calls the boycott a "secondary boycott." This
clearly illustrates his ignorance of

I

the proper definition of such
terms. A "secondary boycott" exists on'y when a union, which is
the NLRA, boycotts a
covered by '
store or a product. The Grape
Boycott, is a boycott by concerned consumers (not unions). This
is not a secondary boycott, and
therefore is perfectly legal.
It is therefore to our great inerest and to your advantage to
efrain in the future from perpetuating these lies, however subtle,
nd if need be, to interpret objectvely, not subjectively, such "conroversial campus flareuns."
Paula Follings

involved
To the Editor:
I wou'd like to personally commend the person who stole the
information from the anti-boycott
tuble and tore up the signs on a
fine display of student involvement.
It reflects well on his mother.

Mel Questad

misconception
To the Editor:

Re: the article in last Friday's
Spectator on the hiring of Mr.
Clayton Pitre to teach the AfroAmerican History course, I'd like
to clear up a misconception.
Ionly attended one meeting between Dr. Saltvig and Alan
Vaughn and Peggy Maxie. Icame
out of that meeting wi'h the co"viction that Dr. Saltvig was qualified and could teach "my history."
Ihave never been and will never be of the opinion thnt a Black
man only must teach Black history. If this position is held it is
only logical that Mr. Mann be replaced bv a Chinese in the Chinese h'storv course and that the
Political Science Department hire
a dictator to teach Totalitarian
Systems.
Sharon Green
The Spectator erred in stating
that Miss Green was among those
involved in all phases of the neEd.
gotiations.
■

—

honesty
To the editor:
It is sad that in this present day
honesty is so fiercely looked down
upon at this University. It seems
that when a man is completely
honest it kind of shakes some

people up.
I speak of the case of Scotty
Hale, who lost the presidential

election and be'ieved that certain

injustices played a part in his
losing. If Scotty had congratulated

Dick McDermott on a fine, fair
victory, people would have commented that 'there actually is
some good in Scotty Hale.'
Instead, Scotty was completely
honest and pledged to further the

goals which he wished to implement as president through other
channels. He pointed out that McDermott had run a shoddy campaign and the fact that he was

bitter. That did it.
People just can't tolerate honesty. Everyone was up in arms
at that 'poor loser'. Scotty stood
up like a man and said what he
believed and the phonies just
couldn't take it.
Pete Orange

The 'Real' Scotty Hale Exposed
In Candid Spectator Interview
By ROBIN TALBOT
In an attempt to dissolve the
myths currently attendent to
Scotty Hale, the Spectator has

undertaken a candid interview
aimed at revealing Scotty the
person, not the machine.
Spectator: Isn't Scotty a nick-

name?
Scotty: Yes, but it really isn't
important. Some people call me
Dear Sir: When I was a high Lee; Ianswer to both.
Spectator: Why did you deschool student at what was then
known as Seattle College, the cide to come to Seattle U.?
average freshman would have
Scotty: My grades in high
been considered a "flop" in de- school were very low, and Iwas
bate, had he not been able to
fortunate enough to be accepted
shoot full of holes the editorial by
S.U. on probation.
in
Republicans?"
entitled "Why
Spectator:
Obviously you've
the January 24, 1969 issue of the
Spectator which arrived in today's raised your grades, then.
Scotty: Yes, Igot a 3.6 the
mail.
The FRESHMAN debater of
first quarter of my freshman
those by-gone days would have year and with the fluctuations
pointed out, among the numerous I've now got a 3.2 accume.
fallacies readied apparent to anySpectator: How did you beone who has studied logic, and come involved in the 5.1.L.?
which wouldhave been caught by
even the Freshman debater of my
SCOTTY: About two years ago
day, at least a few of the followDr. John Toutonghi organized
ing:
a) Political organizations rang- a group of people to distribute
ing from Young Democrats (who, the World Without War Council's
incidentally have on occasion sup- material and petitions. Out of
ported complete Communist pro- this effort S.I.L. evolved, and
grams) to radical leftists, certaincharter memly have supported the table-grape Iwas one of the
bers.
BUT,
grapes
boycott of California
Spectator: What sort of things
political organizations usually do
NOT deal in facts. Their forte is does S.I.L. address itself to now?
propaganda, distortions, misleadScotty: Qualitatively the same
ing statements of whateverdegree sort of things; that is the probof inaccuracy, so long as they lems which confront man and
are calculated to capture votes. all aspects of his existence.
AH the "crooked deals" since
Spectator: That sounds rather
1932 are classic examples of the
groups. What
aversion to truth manifested by indicative of other
the average "political organiza- makes S.I.L. different?
Scotty: In the first place, there
tion" (before the time, of course,
of the freshman debater of those
by-gone days to which Irefer!!!)
b) That the California grape
pickers who resent the efforts of
Firll Award, College Journalism, 1965—
the AFL-CIO through their
Sigma Delta Chi
"stoolie" and front-man Caesar
"AM American Award, Second Semester
1965-66 Associated Collegiate Press
Chaxez, to enslave them, are
"All American" Award, First Semester
among the highest paid of agri1967-68 Associated Collegiate Press
and,
most
workers
for
the
"Publication of Distinction" Award
cultural
Catholic School Press Association
1964-65
workers.
migrant
part are NOT
Wednesdays
Fridays during
Published
c) He would have sought the the school year except onand
holidays and durthe
by
University.
of
ownSeattle
position
ing
attitude and
examinations
Edited
Seattle University students with editorial
ers and workers NOT from a by
and business offices at 85 Tenth Ave., Seattle.
from
union,
but
greedy covetous
Wash. 98122. Second-class postage paid at
Wash. Subscriotion: $4 a year; close
the owners and pickers themselves Seattle,
relatives, alumni, $3: Canada, Mexico, $4.50who, again and again have made
foreign,
$6; airmail in United States, $7.
it crystal clear that the neither -otherEditor' Kerry Webster
any
need nor want the services of
News Editor: Partv Hol'lnger
Feature Editor: Sherv' Henry
union.
SDorts
Editor: Brian Parrott
d) He would have been careful
Adv^rtis'na Monaaer: Ph'l GiMnv
not to present fiction and fabriBusiness Manaaer: Robert J. Duffiry
Copy Editor: Mary Ellen Garvey
cation instead of facts to clinch

aren't that many groups that
address themselves directly to
such problems. And secondly,
among those that do, one cannot see a consistency in either
the way they address themselves
to the problem or the problems
to which they address them-

affiliations with 8.5.U.?
Scotty: They're very informal.
I feel that the B.S.U. should
have autonomy in regards tq its
policy and response determinations; of course, Idon't mean
to undermine the fact that we
are very often in accord in the
things we seek to do.
Spectator: What does your
family think of your activities?

debatable

-

The Spectator

——
—

his position.
e) That the owners of the California vineyards are NOT a conniving corporation growing fat by
reducing their employees to a
status of peonage, but struggling
individual farmers who worked
hard over the years to be able
at length to own the vineyards
from which both they and their
pickers are making an honest but
modest living.

That a boycott of California
table grapes should be permitted,
yes even aonnjved in Universities
such as Washington and Oregon,is
not at all surprising in viewof the
socialism that frequently passes
for science and learning in these
and manv
" other institutions of
"higher! learning these davs, but
that it should anpear in editorial
form in the student newspaper of
a Catholic university would. I
should have thought, be an impossible coniecture. had I not
read it mvself in the Seattle Universitv's "The Spectator". And I
refrain from drawing several conat
clusions that occur to me
Ipast from indicating them here
from the reading of the editorial,
"Why. Renuhlicans?"
Fr. W. J. Ogden
Our Lady of Good Help Church

Art Editnr-

Tom YnnU

Photo Editor: Don Conrard.
Adviser- Roaer Yoekev
Photographers: Bob Kegel, Tom

SCOTTY: We don't always
agree ideologically,but my parents support my activities in
terms of the things that need to

be

SPECTATOR: Do your alternative means include the United
Student Front?
Scotty: Yes, definitely.
Spectator: What exactly is the
United Student Front?
Scotty: It is an organism
born out of the need to encompass concerned students who
may be neither radical nor
black. It is intended to be
loosely structured so as to allow
for participatory democratic processes. Its program of action
will be concretized by a steering
committee composed of memthe last issue's editorial, you bers of each of the representative groups within it. Those not
are a revolutionary, then.
Scotty: In the sense that I allied to a specific group will be
ask for profound change in so- able to elect independent reprecial relationships as they pres- sentatives or form anothergroup
ently exist, yes.
on an independent basis.
Spectator: Are you a Roman
Spectator: Are social relationships the only thing you're wor- Catholic?
Scotty: Idon't mean this to
ried about?
Scotty: Actually, Ibelieve the shock, but I consider myself
term social relationships encom- an agnostic, because of the fact
passes a broad enough spectrum that Ibelieve one cannot prove
as to be all inclusive. By that I or disprove the existence of
mean relations between nation God. Ioperate in terms of man
states; specifically the area of as man, defining and perfecting
the "haves" versus the "have- himself. My life is meaningful
nots," as well as relations with- only insofar as Icontribute to
the progress and perfection of
in nation states.
Spectator: What about your man.

SCOTTY HALE
selves. Some groups are purely
status quo groups. S.I.L. is not
a status quo group.
Spectator: Would you consider it a radical group?
Scotty: Itend to reject categorizing and compartmentalizing
things. Perhaps the only thing
one can safely say concerning
S.I.L. is that there are those in
it who are radical; Iinclude myself among these.
SPECTATOR: In reference to

Downey,

Rainer VanderSchoff, Dennis Williams.
Secretaries: Katy Garvey, Jackie Falkner,
Marion Enqlish.
Reporters: Kathi Sedlek, More Houser,
Kathy McCarthy, Marsha Green, Terri
Seeley, Steve Triesch, Rick Leßelle,
Thresa Mcßride, Marilyn Swartz, Jim
Ewart, Diane Bye, Robin Talbot.
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Hoquiam, Washington.
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full house
To the Editor:
The full house at the St. Thomas

Aquinas lecture was extraordinMore extraordinary in light

ary.

of other well-attended academic
free hour functions, none of which
Ican recall. I wonder if attendance was comDulsory for other
nh'losoohv students as it was in
Fr. Reichmann's philosophy class.
(Withhold my name because of
possible adverse effects on my
grade this quarter.)
W. S.

accomplished.

Spectator: Do you feel you're
a "sore loser"?
Scotty: Isuppose you're referring to the response my open
letter to Dick McDermott received in the Spectator. No, not
rea'ly. Ididn't run in order to
achieve the very limited objective of becoming ASSU president, Iran rather in terms of
my principles. Isought in running for ASSU president a
means in achieving those ends.

*
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by Robert L.Short
"The Parables of Peanuts
is filled with wonderful
quotes and is a real delight to read from beginning to end. I could not
possibly bemorepleased."
-x-Charles M. Schulz,
creator ofPeanuts®

—

"

Cloth, $4.95 Paper, $1.95
At all bookstores
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'Uncle Demands Secularization
By BEN CASHMAN

/^"OLLEGE education, as most
American commodities, feels
the impact of inflation and the costs

of an affluent society. These economic
realities hit particularly hard at the
small private liberal-arts universities
and colleges. But what is so often forgotten in today's search for funds by all
types of educational.institutions is the
very special role played historically in
the United States by these small private schools. Of very much immediate
importance is the future role of what
used to be the truly bright spots in
American higher education.
It is my purpose, therefore, in this
essay to discuss some of the problems
and offer some solutions so that the
future of such an important segment
of this nation's educational system not
only can be preserved but can find
meaningful answers to its pressing
problems.Ido not pretend to be an expert in this area; Ioffer my opinion
as only one man's view.
NO ONE associated today with a
university or college can be oblivious
to the frantic search for funds. All institutions in varying degrees are engaged in the highly competitive race
for the almighty dollar. Without sufficient funds, a university will stagnate
or disappear. While this is of major
concern to SeattleUniversity and other
small liberal-arts schools, it is not an
isolated problem. Even the great and
large private institutions such as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, MIT, etc., with
their multi-millions still are in desperate need of money. They scrounge for
it at all governmental bodies which
have moneyavailablefor basic research
in the physical sciences. They plead
with alumni who chair giant corporations for important endowments.In so
doing they compete successfully with
the public universities and colleges
which implorelegislativebodies to give
more and more public tax funds to
support education. The State of Washington, for example, gives the largest
share per capita of its tax income to
public education than does any other
state.

It is totally unrealistic for universities such as Seattle University to attempt to compete with the public tax
rolls or the vast private educational
institutions. It is unfair competition
and is really self-defeating. We need,
then, to reevaluate our particular and
today especial contribution to American higher education.
Let us start with the truism that
private education has been the cornerstone of American higher education.
The public institutions arrived late on
the scene, at least in number. Ask anyone to start naming the ten "best" universities in America and most of the
ten named will be private schools. Of
importance to Seattle University is the
plain fact that most, if not all, of these
private schools originated with a variety of religious affiliations.Private educational institutions have every reason to be proud of their origins and
contributions, but in this highly competitive educational world it is not sufficient to live on past laurels. Inplain
English, how can schools such as ours
get a fair share of the funds and thus
sustain an important educational role?

—

—

SINCE FUNDS are the factor of coneducation we should start
here. SeattleUniversity is limited in its
ability to obtain on a truly competitive
basis federal grants in at least two
important ways. And, of course, "Uncle
Sugar" has the money. First, the matemporary

obvious weapon in the hands of the

jority of federalmoney goes into those
institutions which stress research in
the physical sciences. This nation seems
to be obsessed with the notion of "scientific" progress which essentially
means bigger, better, and "cleaner"
bombs to blow humanity into oblivion
or it just has to be more important to
get to the moon before the Russians do
than to alleviate poverty and illiteracy
in America.
MIT held a convention in 1949-50
with the theme of the "Social Implications of Scientific Progress" which
stressed that the physical sciences had
advanced far beyond the capacity or
knowledge of the social sciences to
control man's ability to govern and
limit his power of self-destruction. The
U.S. Government virtually ignored the
message because of the immediate
problems of the Cold War but even
today a relatively small percentage of
federal grants to universities go into
the humanities/socialsciences area. Seattle University cannot hope to receive
large funds for basic research. This one
avenue is virtually closed to us.
The second limitation of the ability
of Seattle University and other private
schools which maintain firm religious
commitmentsis the constitutionalquestions concerning compulsory theology
ships. Because of our present regulations concerning complusory theology
and religiously oriented philosophy
courses, it is highly doubtful that we
could now qualify for other types of
large scale federal grants even if they
were available. The Congress has been
extremely careful in its appropriation
of money for private schools (religious
and otherwise) and the Supreme Court
has given ample evidence that it cannot sustain the equal use of public
funds by private religious institutions.
As long as this university maintains
its theology/philosophyrequirementsas
a condition for graduation, it holds a
constitutional issue by the tail. The
SupremeCourt has long since struggled
with the dilemmaof tax support of universities such as ours but the general
rule appears to be well established in
that governmental funds may not be
used to support directly any religious
educational activity which suggests an
establishment of religion.

taxpayers who carry the doubleburden
to vote against public school levies until
adequate compensation is made!

There is another belief of mine that
Iwould like to see thoroughly explored
and that is that we are going the wrong
way in our tuition costs. Ibelieve there
are within King County at least 1,500
or 2,000 more students who would
eagerly come to Seattle University only
if the tuition were not so high. If we
lowered our tuition and fees to $300.00
per quarter and we had 5,000 students
would we not have a little more money
than we now have for operational
purposes? Would not these additional
1,400 students compounded over many
years present a greateropportunity for
alumnidonations and endowments than
a progressivelowering of the total student body?
This suggestion does not envisage
any substantial increase in faculty;
just a slight increase in class sizes and
perhaps a reduction in the administrative staff. If we have a good enough
product to sell (quality education, that
is) and our costs can be controlled,
there is no reason why our student
body should not be increasing; most
other higher educational institutions
are expandingand not contracting.

-

Mr. Ben Coshmon is oneof S. U.'s
most candid Political Science professors. His years of service in the
Diplomatic Corps have given him
LET THE RECORD show that Iam an intimate knowledge of the
not saying that Seattle University tries workings of government and fito convert its non-Catholic students or nance. In his article for the Jourfaculty to its faith; the contrary is neyman,
Mr. Cashman expresses
true. It is inescapable, however, to conhis
affection
for S. U. and practiclude that the Catholic character of Seattle University, however well-inten- cal concern for its future.
tioned is a constiUrional barrier to the
—

receipt of public funds.
This situationmay not be as bleak as
it first appears. Isuggest that this
University now give serious consideration to the deletion, as a condition for
graduation, all courses in theology or
any course in philosophy which can be
construed to be essentiallyreligious in
tone. Some who have read thus far
may now be saying (or is it yelling)
that to follow my recommendations
would destroy the very special role universities such as ours play. Ido not
believe this to be true and will try to
establish the point before concluding
this essay. It is so important to consider how much we limit ourselves in
receipt of public funds (national and
state) by adhering to a rule which has
long since been discarded by other private religion-sponsoredinstitutions.
An alternative to direct public support of private institutions is a massive
national and state scholarship program
where funds would go directly to the
student and thus alleviate the constitutionsl is^u© rsiscd shovp I'Vprv mpiM.

ber of this University —student, faculty, staff, and alumni should NOW
lobby with the appropriate state senator and representative for passageduring the 1969 session of our State
Legislature for a broad scholarship
program for higher private educational
institutions of this state. This will not
be easy to accomplish. There is extremely sharp competition among all
public educational institutions for state
tax funds and the private schools will
have to overcome strong opposition to
get even a partial share.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT to stress
when approaching legislators is that
taxpayers who send their offspring to
private institutions and thus reduce the
burden on public schools also pay their
full share of taxes to support public
institutions. Some way must be found
to give tax credits to parents who carry
a double educational burden or to provide scholarship rebates for not using
public facilities. As a last resort and
certainly not now recommended, is the

THERE HAS BEEN some discussion
within Catholic educational circles to
the effect that the only feasible solution to the overall financial dilemma
is to close all parochialschools (that is,
sell them for use as public educational
facilities) and to put the money saved
by this action into Catholic higher education. It is argued that it is no longer
possible for the parochial schools to
compete with the public schools, particularly in the area of equipment.
There is also the matter of the double
fiscal burden which has been discussed
previously. As a non-Catholic it would
be presumptuous for me to take any
stand on this possibility.
In the area of image improvement,
it is becomingincreasingly obvious that
the composition of the University
Board of Trustees should be changed
to allow for meaningful participation
by all members. And with all candor,
the academic reputation of this University will not be upgraded sufficiently until there is substantial lay influence. While Ido not share it, and it
is not really important whether we
accept it or not, there is a prevailing
attitude that Seattle University does
not give as good an education as do the
public universities because we emphasize religious education. It is distressing to learnhow trulybigoted and misinformed some people are, yet Icannot help but conclude that some students do not come here because of an
erroneous impression of what this university is really like. Every student on
this campus should do his utmost to
"sell' the university if he truly believes
the quality of education is as good as
or better than other institutions.
Perhaps Ican best illustrate the increasing importance of lay control in
the total area of academic excellence
by referring to the unsuccessful effort
of this University last year to obtain
a Phi Beta Kappa charter. While no
specific explanation was given for not
granting the charter, it is not really
too difficult to ascertain some of the
criteria used by Phi Beta Kappa when
you read the explanationgiven for the
granting this year only of charters to
Notre Dame and St. Louis.
NOTRE DAME was described as fol-

lows: "Founded in 1942 at South Bend,
(Continued on Page G)
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THE
today is rather precarious; the
status ot the private school

signs of trouble are all too common.
Yet, Ithink it only fair to begin with
a disclaimer that anything significant
is going to be resolved soon, either by
pen or by deed. Certainly nothing that
is contained in this article is going to
bear weight on the question of the
private college. The vision of men in
the face of complicated human problems is so limitedthat those who take
hope from present "solutions" are quite
naive.
Yet the great lack of action is a
curious paradox to the urgency of the
problem. While there is little efficacy
in writing about the private school,
there is in fact, nothing more important to talk about, for so many aspects
of life and culture are contingent upon
this enfeebled institution's ability to
survive and succeed.
PART OF the problem begins at the
beginning: what is a "private" school
or college? In any discussion on this
question, the embarrassment already
becomes noticeable for the varieties of
answers attest to a general inability to
think out a proper and essential function for the non-public institution.First
one hears that the private school is
not the public school (Since answers
like these are the common coinage of
the classroom, one should not be too
impatient at the outset: there is always the hope that one can rise from
the banal to the trite). To move to the
specific: the chief mark of the private
school is that it does not have themark
of the public school; i.e., it cannot use
public funds to do its work. It relies

on tuition, endowments, charitable contributions, and a host of makshift
a
sources for meeting its expenses
task it does less effectively year by
year.
Does the private school have any
positive dimensions? Well, often it is
a "Church related" institution.But this
is so vague as to be valueless. The
phrase covers all schools from those
in which Faith enlivens and quickens
the whole spirit of instruction to those
in which second-rate theology courses
are appended to a curriculum that is
substantively identicalwith non-private
schools. It is becoming more and more
difficult to place any reliance on the
belief that "Church related'" carries
any definable marks of qualitative superiority to or differentiation from
other schools that are not "Church

—

I

related."
But, one could

protest, private
schools, at least, have had a long tra-

dition of higher quality work than public institutions, that their course of instruction is more coherent, that their
students are more selectively chosen,
that their faculties have been more
conspicuous for their devotion to learning than their colleagues in other
schools. All this may have been true
in the past (though Ihave my doubts)
but it certainly is not very accurate in
the contemporary world: private colleges are more and more patterning
their courses of study after the "cafeteria" method of large public universities;save for veryprestigiousschools,
the caliber of students is either about
the same at a private school as at a
public school, or, in some cases, such
as here, inferior to those students at
the more important public universities
in the country. The faculties, in large
part, fit under the same description as
the students.

WHEN ALL the answers have been

advanced, Ido not see that we have
progressed very far towards a coher-

ent statement about the nature of the
private school. One other factor remains to be considered: size. Private

schools are smaller than public ones.
But this answer is not much more helpful than our answer about public and
non-public schools. It is like saying
that the difference between gasoline
and perfume is that one comes in a
small bottle and the other in a can.
That's good as far as it goes; it just
doesn't go very far. It certainly isn't
much help in deciding which to put
in our cars and which to give to our
wife or fiancee.

force of the Catholic intellectual life,
to synthesize the splendors of Catholicism with the accomplishments of secular learning. The whole tradition of
the Faith is adamant in proclaiming
its own universality: that Christ is the
fulfillment of men, the perfection of
truth, and the satisfaction of every
soul. The engagement of these axioms
with the learning of the world should
be a constantly present subject of the
Catholic intellectual community.
The labor of deep Catholic thought
in philosophy, in literature, in dealing
with social and individual problems, in
surmounting the polarities of the contemporary scene, in discerning the
meaning of "time," "person," "value,"
and a hundred other important terms
can be done in the Catholic university
more effectively than elsewhere. If it
is not to be done there, stunted parochial faith will be the common stock of
the Catholic community and it will be
that less competent to bring creative
solutions to bear on the world. The
framework of the Faith is supposed to
Dr. Martin Larrey. assistant proilluminate the condition of man sub
specie aeternitatis and be able to esfessor of history at S. U.. submits
tablish a proper relationship among all
to the Journeyman reader his view
things and these, with their
created
of
importance
of the fundamental
Creator.
It is supposed to generate
priANOTHER AREA in which the
the private school.
a new mode of life that is fundamentalvate school could achieve some distinc- ly ecstatic, day by day deepening its
Isuppose we should get on with the tion is more restricted but closer at penetration of creation and furthering
discussion by simply assuming that no hand. Here Iam speaking about the the sanctification of the world. The
practical answer can be given to this private Catholic college or university. Catholic intellectual could thus play a
question at the present time. We must
an institution has an opportunity distinctive role both in perpetuating
just take the private school as a fact Such
the value and creative the quality of learning and in grapand work from there. In sum, it is an to demonstrate
institution in whichinstructionis more
expensive and in some
— way different
from the public school the differences
being as varied as the number of people
who attend it, but at bottom rooted
in no common ground. Incidentally,it
is precisely because of this methodological anarchy that the members of private schools areunable to advance any
buildings,disruption of classes and meetBy RICHARD SCHREIBER
cogent self-definition and we may
ings, and arson cannot be tolerated even
any
university
LONGER can
therefore feel confident that within
in pursuit of legitimate ends. Moreover,
proband
apart
from moral
fifty years or so such schools will
stand
some of the half-baked charges and deably disappear or be absorbed into a social crises outside its gates. The uni- mands
made by some black militants
system of national, public instruction. versity has become a battlefield for
and new left advocates are asinine. Two
crackpots, the bewildered, and advocates recent examples at Seattle University
SO FAR we have discussed matters of legitimate grievances. Unless the uni- will serve as an illustration.
which lay, so to speak, in the public versity takes off its blinders and opens
charged that "...
One black student
record. The evidence is at hand to eval- new lines of communication to the alieninstitution; the Black
racist
is
a
S.U.
purport
uate and the above conclusions
ated student, its only recourse will be
from the beginning has
to be a somewhat accurate reading of intimidation and suppression of these Student Union
by the administraback-stabbed
the evidence. Let us now move into the students. To be sure, anarchy has no been
instance of "racism"
only
tion."
The
personal
certain
arena
of
observaless
legitimate role in the university, but is
is the choice of an established white
tion.
symptomatic of a deep rooted malaise cited
professor
to teach an Afro-American hisIbelieve that there are certain prag- that must be resolved.
Presumably to chose a white
tory
course.
university's
objecmatic needs which cannot be met at
main
Clearly the
rather
than a black man is
professor
public institutions and, in fact, fit well tives are academic and social: to preis also made that
The
claim
"racism."
with the general structure and outline pare the student to perform specialized
do not have pride in the black
whites
university.
private
college
society.
of the
That some
or
tasks within a larger
and, ipso facto, are incapableof
First, there is the preservation, devel- administrators, faculty, and students heritage
with blacks One might derive
rapport
opment, and transmission of the hu- deny that the university has any social
from
this reasoning that black professors
manistic tradition which is a broad aims, Ihave no doubt. That these same (whatever
credentials) should not
term used to describe the process of folk see the campus rebels or protestors teach any their
history courses
American
advanced acculturation, of preparing as youthful ingrates seems similarly aphistory. Of
than
Afro-American
other
men and women for full membership parent. Too bad thereare anachronisms course, if
views pride as intrinsic to
one
man:
emerging
into the family of Western
the in every age. The
social conblacks the arperfection of that habit which the Ro- sciousness among the young is not going each individual white and
validity.
its
gument
begins
to
lose
mans called civiliter.
to be aborted by pious platitudes.
It is true, however, that many more
A private college, freed from the
professors are needed in all areas
black
UNFORTUNATELY, there is no scarcparaphernalia which the highly prohistory.
including
fessional work of the large university ity of half-wits and demagogues in the of study historyAfro-American
should not be fragAmerican
of
student
of
protest.
vanguard
opportunity
give
to
its
Seizure
requires,has an
mented by the parochial claims of race.
students a course of studies that is well
The history of blacks and whites in
integratedand purposive, that discussAmerica is part of one multifacted hericontinuous
es values in the context of a
tage. Black and whitehistory is the prodtradition, that broadens ethical and
uct
of an often malicious interaction that
artistic judgments, that ranges across
cannot
be dichotomized.
apknowledge
the
branches
of
and
all
propriates those aspects which add to
SCOTTY HALE'S vituperative statepersonal worth, deepen insights of the
ments, on the other hand, were comhuman family and, in sum, fulfill the
pletely irresponsible.Thoug Hale eschewSocratic dictum of knowing oneself
ed the administrationand other members
better.
of the establishment as evil and mendacious, he did not provide one concrete
IT IS THE DOING of these things
example of duplxity. One suspects that
that men have always marked as the
Hale's "New Left" vocabulary and oversigns of educationand it is these things
kill tactics clouded the substantive grievwhich the private college can do well,
ances at issue. However, neither did the
types
if it wishes. When these
of stutawdry references to one of Hale's supdies are no longer considered, sooner
porters as a "hard-line henchmen" and
or later, a group of men gather in orother indignantresponses serve to clarify
der to do them, for the human spirit
issues. Despite Hale's palaver about
is irrepressible in its desire to know
"revolution" and a "third world" evinitself, to know its place in the cosmos,
cing his intellectual confusion and imto know its relations with others, to
maturity, he deserves our sympathy
know where it has been, where it is
(and perhaps pity) rather than scorn.
going, and why. The collective human
Hale is right when he characterizes
experience of dealing with these probAmerica's commitment to social justice
lems has constitutededucation for hunprobably
as tainted by hypocrisy and an unfilled
condreds of years and will
promise, but anarchism and vulgarity is
tinue to do so.
an unconvincing nostrum.
The sharpening of a critical sense,
Physical and intellectual examples of
the refinement of judgment, the famili-

arity with human and social relations,
in a word, the perfection of human
qualities as essentially human ones
finds little room in the crowded curricula of the public institution. Patient
labor, wide reading, close contact between student and teacher are the prerequisites for this enterprise and the
sheer physical problems at public universities nullify these possibilities.
In an age coming more and more to
think univocallyof education as an information dispensing enterprise, the
private school can assume the function
of retaining the quality of learning.
Knowledge is not only to be mastered
but also to be loved, and this means
that the relationship between student
and teacher must be essentially a human one and not a professional one.
This relationshipcan flower in the context of an academic life pledged to a
coherant, valued vision of knowledge
which reaches its fulfillment in intellectual perfection and not professional
advancement. A world already teeming
with moral and intellectual idiots could
well profit from a center geared towards a deep appreciation of knowledge.
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pling with the deep human problem of
ameliorating its disparate parts.
Before leaving this point, it would
be well to discuss its frank impossibility. First, this work cannot possibly
be done in the public university which
philosophically, emotionally, and constitutionally prohibits these kinds of
endeavors. This need not detain us: if
the work of Catholic intellectuality is
not done in the Catholic college or university,it simply will not bedone at all.
SECONDLY, high Catholic intellectual studies are quite unfashionable
now; rigid separation between a childish Faith and neutral technical learning is the proper stance. Consequently,
the more the Catholic university disenfranchises its religious committment
and the more zealously it pursues the
destruction of an integrated curriculum, the more it approximates the appearance of the public university and
the less it takes advantage of its own
particular birthmark and genius.
It is precisely in the destruction of
these marks of uniqueness that the
greatest amounts of energy, talk, and
paper is being expended. Immediate
evidence is at hand. The core of studies of this university, enfeebled and
lopped apart as it is, is still assailed
week in and out by those who find it
too arrogant, too inclusive, or too "rigid" (a polite wordused often to obscure
less desirable and less justifiable reasons). The massive surgery that will
probably be performed on it attests to

ale

two facts: 1) the belief that such a
"core" does not articulate adequately
the canons of education, and 2) that, in
fact, there is no residuumof knowledge
that partakes of a universal quality for
all men.
What, Isuppose, is lost here is not
a course of studies, but an attitude
towards studies: the approach to
knowledge under the aspect of its relation to the total life of man and its
functions in preparing him for the
development of those qualities quintessently human.

come and willremain the generalcharacter of higher studies in America.
There would be some reason to take
heart if the faculties of these institutions were conspicuous in deploring
this state of affairs. On the contrary,
the general character of American academicians is to intensify the drive for
more and more specialized work.
Irecall an incident from my graduate days in which a debate was held
between two professors (one a Dean)
as to nature and purpose of college
education. The Dean carried the day
by saying that the books he wrote were
addressed to only five men in the world
for they were the only ones who could
understand his work and that the students who came to him, came only to
acquire the technical equipment by
which they too could do the impressive
research that he had done. To those
who came for an education, he responded that it was too late; that, they
should have acquired in earlier years.
"But, Aristotle, St. Paul, Dante, Kier—
kegaard, Bach, and countless others
what of these?" interjected his opponent The Dean replied that he wasn't

NOW, THIS BROAD outline of what
could be the fitting goal of the private
school cannot be developed in the context of the public American university.
These latter institutions are created
by and respond to the needs of the general public. As long as that public demands higher technical achievements,
greater expansion of applied science,
and calls for practicalanswers to pressing contemporary needs, the large universities will be compelled to service
these demands. Moreover, since the religion of universal higher education
shows no signs of abating, the large interested.
universities of this country are going
THIS IS the neo-barbarism of knowlto be sorely pressed to deal with increasing numbers of students and to edge which converts thelived tradition
do so effectively will require a ruth- of learning into a passive subject upon
less sacrifice of humane studies and which are turned highly refined meththe reduction of such studies to a con- odological tools. The consequences, of
gery of miscellany. A veneer of educa- course, have been dramatic. First,
tion around a body of highly discip- knowledge is rendered sterile in order
lined and technical material has be- to be manipulable Secondly, it becomes

.

.

for L^ommunicalion
fer that "generation gap" in the view
of both the campus radical and black
militant is equivalentto "credibilitygap"
in the vernacular "bullshit".
While it is true that student protest
subtly or blatantly exhibited is often
characterized by ambiguity, it should
not beliethe inherent frustration of alienation. There is according to some, including many moderates, a deplorable lack
of dialogue at S.U.; dialogue on social,
moral and religious issues is, of course,
not a panacea. But dialogue among
faculty, administration and students on
relevant issues can add to a sharpening
of focus and perspective and, perhaps
with undue optimism, mutual understanding and tolleration. Alternatively,
one can wring his hand in despair, asserting nothing can be done. In the
meantimeother campuses are being torn
apart by internecine strife. Maybe Rycoff Pattersonis right:"... their wrath
will come down on you like fire heaven".

Rich Schreiber. middle, a history
major, is well known for his love
of dialogue. His interest in education has been demonstrated by
his manv hours of

tutorinq

at the

dissent and alienationcould be multiplied
endlessly. Witness San Francisco State,
Berkeley, or Columbia. There is some
justice in suggesting that the university
is the whipping boy or surrogate for
a vast range of social ills and emotionally-charged problems. Violence and
identification with a crowd proclaiming
an often Quixotic vision have become an
important form of catharsis for student
frustrations. The black militant, for example, is searching for symbols and the
leadership to rally a people still troubled
by the myth of inferiority. "Pride" is
being inculated by confrontation and
demonstration of black power.
Furthermore, the militant demand for
reform in a white-dominatedorder that
denied,and persists in denying, the black
his place in the sun has developed in the
Negro struggle for equally,new muscle
and status. In some contexts, as a result, the struggle or confrontation is
more important psychologically than the
goals or demands. What SU needs is a
few unabashed white racists. A thoroughgoing search might ferret out a few
racist administration and faculty mem-

Peter Clover Center. Schreiber
plans to continue his education
towards a Ph.D. in history and
plans to teach at the college level
and write many, many books.

SOME PROFESSORS at S.U. have
excellent rapport with their students (e.g.
Fr. Frank Costello S.J. and Dr. John
Toutonghi) but they are exceptional. It
seems, moreover, that S.U. really needs
to extend its inner dialogue on a more
encompassing basis. Not all students
share this interest, but the CAP spon-

sored discussions (1965-66) demonstrated
a widespread enthusiasm for dialogue.
bers, through the effort hardly seems There are many academically and soworthwhile. To be sure, thereare a fairly cially committed professors at S.U. who
large number of consciousracists among could do much to enlarge the students'
the S.U. students and an overwhelming awareness in an informal and congenial
number of white students and faculty setting.
retaining fragmentary and subconscious
Being a relatively small private uniprejudices. There is much that the black versity, S.U. has a great opportunity to
man will have to do for himself but by recoup the students' trust and confidence
no stretch of the imagination am Igain- in her as a forward-looking institution,
saying the monumentalproblem of white responsive to both the social and intellracism or its potential explosiveness.
ectual needs of her students. A move in
this direction would certainlybe in keepTHE ORIGINS and problems of the ing with S.U.'s outward expansion (e.g.
New Left, however, spring from different the establishment of the Urban Affairs
roots than black militancy though there Committee). To the point, the Tabard
would serve as a congenial place
is some common ground. For the most Inn"rap"
back and forth on "heavy"
to
part the campus rebel is relatively affluent but troubled by the materialism, topics. One night a week (perhaps Wed"conformity", and moral callousness of nesday) could be set aside for planned
society. Our friendly New Leftist knows and ad hoc discussions, led by one or
that the "Establishment" is run by wick- a panel of speakers.Topics ranging from
ed men perverting and undermining "Campus Racism" to "Catholicism and
man's innate goodness. Forsooth, if all the Single Girl" could be placed on the
men are angels, there is no need for agenda. For administrator, professor,
government. Hence, some harbinger of
enlightenment rises to call for the over- and student this proposal may,hopefully,
throw of the old and discredited order. direct all shades of criticism and disWith some understatement one could in- sent into constructive channels.

so fragmented as to be unintelligible.
Thirdly, those to whom it is served up
(the students), sensing the fatuity of
it all, rise up to destroy any system
which perpetuates this intellectual prostitution.
Thus, Iapplaud the students at the
University of California, for example,
who set out to disrupt one of the most
arid and bankrupt academic institutions in the country. That they have
been so forebearingis a credit to their
respect if not a tribute to their courage.
At least there is evidence that the love
of wisdom is still active in some part
of the student population.

These pious pleas for a restoration
of true education in the context of the
said, little
private school will have, as I
or no effect. Nor, Isuspect, will any
amount of pleading or writing change
the direction of education in this country. The following are some of the
factors which militateagainst dramatic
change.
THE COLLECTIVE experience of
western learning in and of itself has
been strongly flailed and often rejected.
Voluntary disenfranchisement has proceeded at a bewildering pace for the
heritage of the past is more often
looked upon as an encumbrance rather
than a fulfillment. How can a course
of studies which is predicted on the
continuity and development of culture
survive in an atmosphere which desperately struggles to sever that continuity? The western legacy, preserved
through two thousand years, shaped
and added to, deepenedand loved, finds
few exponents and certainly fewer even
who wish to insist upon it as being one
of the essential ingredients of an education.
Again, the rising tide of professionalism in knowledge is most energetic
where it should be most muted: in the
private college. Here, the inferiority
complex of lack of extensive publications and impressive research is most
evident and it is here, ironically, that
one will find the most zealous proponents of increased specialization in
learning. In the halls of large, public
universities, where the pallor of scientific labor is stifling, men, renowned
for their erudition, may have doubts,
but those in the private college, not
sensing the sterility first hand, but impressed by the scholarship, relentlessly
drive out those studies which give a
unitive purpose to learningand enrich
it with a deep affection that should be
imparted by faculties and imitated by
students.
Again, a gentle totalitarianism lays
over the whole university life. The
standards of excellence, of success, of
worthwhile performance, of a life well
spent, are, day by day, brought into
harmony with the canons of scientific
and technological achievements. The
literateur, the historian, the ethician,
the three traditional governors of western thought, have had to become scientists of learning in order to retain the
suffrance if not the admirationof their
colleagues. Private, religiously oriented schools come to feel the clear hostility of an academic community so
stridently secularist that it is dissatisfied with such institutions and hopes
to divest them of their associations by
implicitly referring to them as secondclass institutions.

AGAIN, ARISTOTLE said that the
beginning of knowledge was wonder
and the end of knowledge was delight.
But an age and a society which has
little wonder and whose sense of delight is blunted almost beyond repair
can hardly be expected to greet enthusiastically the preservation of schools
which find their meaning in the
rhythm of these two emotions.
The love of learning is quite dormant, both inside and outside the classroom and as human involvement recedes even more, it may end up dying
altogether. The love of learning is not
the love of information, for the former
is for its own sake and the latter is for
the sake of something else (in the
modern context usually to satisfy the
desire for money, prestige, ambition,
or all three) and unless this attitude
be restored in the minds of those who
direct and give form to the private
college, it is likely that the triumph
of intellectual barbarism will be complete.
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Age of the Trip: Truths Hide TRUTH

the whole spectrum of man's knowledge.
The very word "university" (universitas) means a community, a coming together of students, professors, disciplines
and administration. Their very act of
coming together points out the very
simple and yet complex reality of a university. It is an integrating center where
the pooled knowledge of many men can
generate a wisdom greater in depth
and in balance than the possible summed knowledge of each of them disparate.
WE LIVE in an age where a hierarchy of being and values has been replaced by one of priorities. Where expediency rather than understanding
reigns. From the Age of Reason we have
Bob Chesterfield is a senior hon- arrived at the Age of the Trip, where
a professor may spend more time countors student and past president of ing
the number of feet on a centipede
CAP. The need for a return to than in preparing lectures
and working
quality education marks Chester- with his students. This is an age wherefield's defense of the private in the "professional trip" precludes any
meaningful relationship with students
school.
and between disciplines. In such a situaBy ROBERT CHESTERFIELD
tion, who can blame the student for copout on a society gone mad.
MOST OBVIOUS effect of ping
AT THIS POINT we might well ask
the present knowledge explo- ourselves what the purpose of a univeri is the proliferation of the scientific
sity is. All at least agree that one of its
and social science disciplines which primary functions is the custody and
have brought about the compartmentali- transmission of our cultural heritage.
zation of fragmentation of the university. Many would point out its value as a cenBut its effect upon the student and the ter for research which daily enlarges
very core of the university's role can- man's body of knowledge. And there are
not be underestimated or ignored since more each day who would claim for it
its cuts the very life lines of communi- the duty of reshaping society in view of
cation essential to the cosmopolitan na- the finest traditions and values professed
ture of scholarship and the individual by that heritage and expanded by that
student's ability to relate facts within knowledge. It is to such an idea and

£HE

understanding of a university that the
private college is able to make a unique
contribution.
In The Crisis in the University, Walter
H. Moberly identifies four stages in the
evolving history of the university: the
Christian-Hellenic,the Liberal, the Technological-Democratic, and the contemporary stage which he calls summarily,
Chaotic.
Moberly finds the classic statement of
this understanding of the university in
John Henry Newman. In this ChristianHellenic stage, the work of the mind
was to be done for its own sake, as the
proper function of man, and not because
it served any ulterior, much less practical, end. This is because, as Newman
wrote, "A cultivated intellect, because
it is good in itself, brings with it a power and a grace to every work and occupation which it undertakes."
SUCH ANEDUCATION was general as
opposed to specializedor provincial and
sought to initiate students into the best
of their cultural heritage by exposing
them to "the best that has been thought
and said in the world." It aimed at a
synoptic view of knowledge based on
a sense of proportion and high values
systematically arranged according to the
wisdom of the ages. Unlike the far too
frequent and superficial programmed
learning of today, classic education had
as its goal the total envolvement of the
student into a community of scholarship.
The small private college is at a disUnct advantage in offering its students
the tvoe of atmosphere conducive to the
development ofthinking It ic free to exnress a philosophy of life which even if
the student does not accept it as in all

S.U. Finds Quali ty Costs Money
(Continued from page 3)

Indiana, Notre Dame is a private institution primarily for men, conducted

under the auspices of the Congregation
of Holy Cross. In May 1967 its government passed from exclusively clerical
to predominatelylay control." St. Louis
University was given its charter with
these words. "The oldest institution of
higher learning in the trans-Mississippi
West, St. Louis University was founded
in 1818. It is a private, coeducational
university under the direction of the
Society of Jesus. From the first it has
had no denominational restrictions on
faculty or students, and since January
1967 the majority of its Trustees have
been laymen."
It can be argued with conviction and
honesty that acceptance by Phi Beta
Kappa of a university or college is
more indicative of its academic standing than any other single criteria including routine accreditation.This now
leads to the most important questions:
how a private university such as Seattle University, limited in funds, can
improve its academic image and provide a balanced liberal-arts education.
Our real valuable contribution to education stems from our long dedication
to the classroom. We are a teachingoriented institution unlike the vast
majority of public and large private
institutions. Our size, somewhat larger
hopefully while sometimes a liability,
is the real source of our actual or potential strength. It is the solemn responsibility of this University to employ faculty who will want to develop
liberalarts programs which willinspire
young people to want to come here. We
cannot be content withour present program but must actively seek to improve it.
CRITICAL TO THIS approach is the
necessity to hire faculty who are not
only well-groundedin their areas (academically and/or professionally) but
who truly want to be in the classroom
for the sheer enjoyment of it and for
the responsibility which goes with it.
We certainly have a hard core of faculty who now meet this standard but
there is always room for improvement.
Our real hope is to foster the academic
ideal even more
— than we have tried
to this point to build a community
of humans dedicated to the pursuit of
knowledge and truth. This is a two-way
street which requires communications
and dialogue and an environment in
which competitive and changing ideas

can be examined, challengedand hopefully synthesized. The potential is already with us; it just requires exploitation.
This environment cannot be enlarged
upon unless our faculty is paid a competitive salary (back to money) and
our students are assured they are getting their money's worth. Ihope the
majority of students do not share the
view of a student Ihad during last
Spring Quarter who really socked it to
me for daring to try (in the student's
opinion) to raise the academic standards of this University.Iwas told the
students did not want other than mediocrity and that teachers who would
not wish to share this mediocrity
should go elsewhere to teach. But in
making your judgment about your
University do not use tuition as the
sole criterion; it is a grossly unfair
comparison. The taxpayers, remember,
do not pick up your tab. You pay the
higher cost here because of the interpersonal relationship between students
and faculty or, more explicitly, for a
dialogue and exchange of views and
ideas. This concept requires a faculty
which does not rest on its laurels or
live in a research-oriented ivory tower
and on a student body which demands
more than mediocrity and a grade.

INTHE AREA of programimprovelike to see Seattle University take a new approach to the admission of the low high school achiever
or the educationallydisadvantaged (all
colors). Iwould urge that we follow
the example set by some two year colleges and admit students who do not
meet the usual requirements and place
them in specially designed programs
where deficiencies will be corrected.
Eventually these students would be
placed in regular classes and graduate
like any other student. But this procedure would make them now an integral part of the university family
and, more important, would show that
we reallycare and are doingsomething
for them. Incidentally, this approach
could possibly lead to increased enrollment since four year universities and
colleges presently are doing very little
for this type of student.
Every student and alumni has an
obligation to sound off about the type
of education given at Seattle University. The faculty cannot be the catalyst
to encourage high school graduates to
come here. This must come from our
current student body. How many of
the readers of this paper have told
ment Iwould

another young person recently about
Seattle University? If you have not,
why not? Wherein has the University
failed? What have you done about it
except gripe over your coffee in the
Chieftain. Let's tell it like it is!
THIS LEADS ME to a point Iin-

dicated Iwould return to in a preceed-

ing paragraph. If Seattle University
achieves its goal of being the best undergraduate
university in the
—
— Northwest and Ibelieve it can it must
establish an unchallengeablereputation
for offering something really special.
The ingredients are here. If we drop
—
our emphasis on compulsory
courses
—
religious and otherwise and let students search and experiment as they
will, we will improve immediately not
only the image of Seattle University
but the actual caliber of the institution.
You know, students will willingly, eagerly and excitedly take any course
where good instruction is involved.
Compulsion stifles almost all initiative
and imagination for student and faculty alike.Ido not believe our Catholic
orientation would really suffer if we
dropped the core in its entirety; in
fact, Ifirmly believe we would improve
it tremendously.
In 1962, Icommenced an association
with this university which has been an
almost constant source of pride and
joy to me. If Idid not believe that we
could overcome, Iwould not be here
now. The potentialis here now. Whether we accept the challenges or not is
another matter. For if any University
in America today has the potential of
meeting the standard of Phi Beta
Kappa it is Seattle University. The
standard is that each member university is "expected to produce both qualitative and quantitative evidence that
it has a promising student body, a
scholarly faculty, a library and other
educational facilities sufficient for the
course offerings, an adequate and dependable income, and most significant
of all, an educational program that is
liberal in emphasis and objectives."
We do not totallymeet this standard
yet ;but I
wouldurge students and faculty who claim they cannot affect the
future because the "establishment" is
against them, that they have here a
real, immediate and pressing problem.
Let's have a go at solving the problem
or is talk as far as you will go? The
challenge is yours; the future of private education is really in the hands
of today's students.

ways valid fq rhimself, nevertheless offers him a point of reference from which
to add order and proportion to the rest
of his thought. The sense of community
which a private college engenders in its
students and faculty provides the interplay necessary for adjusting the various
claims and relations of their respective
opinions and subjects of investigation.
In such a school, student and teacher,
administrator and disciplines all work
hand in hand (although occasionally
clenched) in service of a higher wisdom
than anyone of them can encompass
alone. This then is the reality and essential nature of a university. And this
stands in quite a contrast to the feeling of discontent and unrest which many
students feel today on our large college
campuses.
IN REFERENCE to the liberal stage
of college history, Moberly defines this
types of university as "giving a still
stronger emphasis to some features of
the Christian-Hellenic conception by the
total omission of others." In this stage
of developmentemphasis is placed more
on investigation than on, instruction
moreon advancementthan the communication of knowledge.In such a university
there is no longer Truth but only truths.
Each discipline is separate and closed
bounoff from the others by self-imposed
daries and the lack of any obligation
higher than that of bringing "all the
facts to light."
THE CLOSED MINDED tyranny of
particular disciplines and factions which
assert themselves far beyond all relation
to their true importance and value must
be opened to the wider experiences of
the entire community. Above all else,
the university must stand for Truth in
the face of external and internal pressure. For a university which refuses to
put its own house together in terms of
an interior committment, will have its
house put in order by an exterior authority or torn asunder by its own dissident
members.
In such a context, the private college
stands in a unique position to provide a
framework varied enough for all interests but stable enough to chasten dogmatism from whatever source it comes
and to teach a certain scholarly and
communal respect in the discussion and
dissection of the issues of life.
In the Technological-Democraticstage,
the university's form of common like is
pushed out of shape by the enthusiasm
of the moment and the demands for that
type of "product" which most directly
serves the forces of technologicalchange
or the necessities of survival and defense
of the democratic state. The effect of
this is to emphasize the practical and
utilitarian studies and correspondingly
to neglect those disciplines which promise no immediate "percentage gains."
SUCH A UNIVERSITY, held together
by defense contracts and servitude to the
business combine, pays far too little attention to the more basic needs of man
and his society. No one wants to renounce the gains of the scientific-technological movement or abandon the defense and the survival of democratic society. But the chaotic stage of existence
which this has brought to the university
communityhas produced the disquiet and
unrest, the exaggerated fragmentation
and irrelevancy which we have on the
modern campus.
In place of pursuing a better quality
of life, today's student is let loose in a
multifragmentized world of facts and
left to chase down as many as he has
the speed and stamina to capture. As to
which he chooses and what he does with

-

those facts, the mega-university has little interest and no concern. It is against
such an existence that student activism
has risen and seeks to assert its selfcorrecting influence within the university
structure if possible or by revolt Berkeley style if thwarted and frustrated in
the effort.
There is a greater opportunity in the
private college for this influence to
achieve its goal because the private institution is still committed to the highest
possible quality and appreciationof life.
Because of its size and immediacy to the
real problems of life, the private university can still provide the spirit and
legacy of wisdom so badly needed for
reshaping our troubled society and confused populace. But this advantage can
be easily lost if the private institution
loses its nerve and committment to
Truth, and either by default or self-deformity, becomes neighbor in the same
pattern with

the chaotic university.
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Jacobs Taking 'Long Look';
Questions Disappearing

Spectator

SPORTS

a bird's eye riviv

By BRIAN PARROTT

Big Chief Bucky Speaks

Baseball coachBob Jacobssaid
that he is taking "a long look"
at this point of the material
which will go to make up the
1969 Chieftain baseball team.
Jacobs took the position of
baseball coach over from Eddie
O'Brien, S.U. AD who \s presently with the Seattle Pilots in Tem-

by BRIAN PARROTT
"I'd just like to say that Ithink the kids did a great
Job this year considering our lack of size," said Chieftain
head basketball coach Bucky Buckwalter.
"We jiißt picked a wrong time to play a bad game,"
he continued, referring to Seattle U.'s 75-73 loss to the
Weber State Wildcats in the first round of the NCAA
Western Reglonals.
"So now we look toward
next year. There will be
some recruits visiting the
campus In the next couple
of months, some boys that
could really help us.
They're big boys," said the
coach.
"We'd like the student
'body to Rive them a real
warm welcome when they
come to visit.
"Besides that, we'd like
to thank the students for
all their support this season and we're looking forward to next year."

pe, Arizona, at spring training.
Jacobs is just become acquaint-

cd with the players, old and
new, for the first time.

A former ballplayer himself,

Jacobs played In the Triple-A

leagues with Sacramento, which
-it (he time was the Milwaukee
Brave top farm club.

After the first toupje of weeks
watching the team in practice
sessions, Jacobs feels that the
question marks at this point artshortstop, pitching and hitting.
"Pitching is looking better
now than it was a week ago."
said the coach. "The hitting is
sort of a question mark too, but
there's time yet for this to come

around."
A good baseball team doesn't
Ket far without a pood shortstop and the position on the
Chieftain nine Is currently up

.. .

sophomore golfer Steve Dallas possesses more raw
CHATTER
potential than anybody to come down the Chieftain Pike In many
lor jirabs.
moon according to coach Tom Page. Dallas is a converted baseI
"We h;»ve a freshman in there LONNIE
Senior Tim
mean swing at the bill] baller who is going to improve with competition. ,
takes
a
COPENHAVER
now and he's doing a pretty
Burke is going after an outfield position on this year's baseball
Spectator Photo by Bob Keget team.
in baseball practice.
good job," Jacobs said.
Burke has been a pitcher for the last three years, but his arm
The freshman is question is Bissomere, all veterans from
KING-TV put the tennis Chiefs on the
a 6 and 1 record isn't up to it anymore.
Gibson
had
Pat Smith, a red-headed glover
Hcdger was interviewed out ut the
Wednesday
Cliff
0.98
earned
tube
Coach
year
to
last
with
an
run
go
up
year,
will
make
who presently lias the duty of last mounds
during
practice.
Mercer
Island
Tennis
Club
average.
men for S.U.
filling graduated Steve Conk- the
lin's shoes. Smith, a fine athe-

.

...

lete, appears equal to the task.
Apparently a hick of gn-at size

is a prob'em faced by most Seattle u. coaches this vear. The
diamond corps, like the basket
ball team, doesn't have too big
a squad. Size isn't as vital in
baseball though. Besides, the
basketball Chiefs did well this
year despite the drawback.
Pitching has suffered the loss
of another valuable member Jeff
Lemon chose the armed services. Bill Tsoukalas, Terry Gibson, Tom Couples and Ed La

On Bellarmlne Courts:

Varsity Takes on Tennis Alums

By SIDNEY WOOD
Seattle I'.'s tennis history is

quite impressive considering the

size and locale of the school.
The list of famous (in amateur
circles) tennis names who were
Chieftains begin with Junel
Hopps, who won the Women's
(ntercollegates in 1956 and later
became one of the top wnmsn
(enn-sts in the

country.

Ten years later. Janet's younger brother Steve Hopps appeared

on the Chieftain tennis scene and
ranked ;imong the top players
in the Pacific Northwest and
probably the top doubles player
in tills sect'on of the country.
THEN THERE WAS TomGorman. He currently ranks as tin
no. 12 man in the whole United
States and a possible* Davis

I

IITirtlllltYtf

Cupper.
Backing up this trio of court
stars through the years were
some pretty fair players. But
the S.U. alumni has never been
able to defeat the varsity in '.}«"
five years that the matches have

been played. Coach Cliff Hedgcr
has maintained his masteryover
his graduated proteges.
This year, the Alums are predicting differently. Winnie t->m,
a 1957 graduate and captain of
this year's team feels thai this
Sunday the t'de will be stemmed
and new column will have to
be opened in the Chieftain record books- With Gorman, Hopps,
Hopps and Litn as a first four,
the alumni feel they are too
strong for the 1969 varsity.
CUFF HEDGER AND his
varsity have not conceeded anything however. Led by four seasoned veterans, Warren Farmer,
Glenn Gerstmar, Don Gerstmar
and Brian Parrott. Hedger's
Heroes are a very capable front
four themselves. Farmer and
Parrott are presently ranked
fifth and sixth respectively in the BIG HITTER AMONG THE PINES: Sophomore Warren
Pacific Northwest, the Gerst- Farmer prepared for Sunday's Varsity-Alumni tennis
mar brothers from California vin malch which Will be played on Bellarmine courts. The
Yakima, are both past Washing- team practices at the Mercer Island Tennis Club.
ton State Junior College ChampSpectator Photo by BrianParrott
ions, big brother Glenn taking
winning
the title in 1967 and Don
;jl
the same distinction last year. Charlie is perfect because the urns, they have a chance
!hv Spectator ha? karned thai
Both played for Yakima Valley Charlie is constantly practicing. hi:,
tpptinaCQ is doubtful. Don't
He must be restrained nt times
College.
out in the midtell the alums though, they've
The dtettnsuishiflß thing about lest he awandersstorm
dle of snow
l« practice had «"t roujjh past five years.
(his year's team, though, is its
depth. Likely number five will "just a few more backhands."
be- one of Southern California's
CHARLIE'S FRIEND and fttfCfa
fine products, Newport BMch'l rival is Brian Jones of Bellevuc
CunningSmitty" is playing HVBII this
Latin* Cunningham.
ham was recently ranked 11th year and coupled with his ex- TODAY
among a touch group of juniors perience will h<- tough this ,
Meeting
in Southern California.
The (tlumni-varsity match will
Education Department: meeting
Fighting for number six will be played on the Bcllarmine foi »ll KUdCnta who will by UUbe seasoned Chuck Lidsbartski. courts th's Sunday starting a 10 ■i. nl leachinu during Spring QuarIf practice makes perfect, a.m. If Gorman shows up for ler in Piyolt 351 from 4 to 5:30
p.m.
Activities
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SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes"

.
Iltr

£7*>

'I/-rn
it -^

/iV rfi&sJ
1

*

-

FT

**

ir MOTOR WORK
BRAKES
BODY and
FENDER REPAIR

Fre* Hour: Dr. Ross n.-rk'.s
will speak on Foreign Relations
in Pigoti judttonum at 10 a.m.
He Is director of the School of
i orftigo AffMrD at U.S.C. ROTC
il sponsoring his apponrancr.
HiYu Coulees: thos<- Interested
spring break ovemtßhi trip sec
notic« hi LA Hl'liv bunetb) board.
in

Saturday

Campion: Open Hou&e from I to

ip.m

Sunday

EA 4-6050

1130 Broorfwoy

A K Hi): Pledge
Jl 7;JO
p.m. In Xuvirr CanrterVnoo Room.

ftoiUnf
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CLASSIFIED

WINTER QUARTER EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
1 and 2 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
For Rent
with first scheduled weekly class at:
EXAMINATION TIME
Tuesday,
March 18 8:10- 9:00 FURNISHED Apt., I bedroom, bath,
B:lo— Monday
Wednesday, March 19 8:10- 9:00
kitchenette, heat and hot water
B:lo— Tuesday...
Thursday, March 20 8:10- 9:00
9: lo— Monday...;.
included. $89. EA 4-3161.
9: lo— Tuesday.
March 21 8:10-9:00
Friday,
..Tuesday,
10:10— Monday
March 18 9:10-10:00 RM. FOR RENT: Prefer male student.
—
10:10— Tuesday.
Wednesday, March 19 9: 10-10: 00
:
I B.R. Run of large apt., kitchen
Thursday, March 20 9:10-10:00
11:10— Monday
privileges Near campus, $35 per
Friday,
11:10— Tuesday...March 21 9:10-10:00
mo. EA 5-1791.
_ _
Tuesday,
12:10— Monday
March 18 3:10- 4:00
12:10— Tuesday
Wednesday, March 19 3:10- 4:00
_.-._
Miscellaneous
-....Thursday, March 20 4:10- 5:00
I:lo— Monday
EXAMINATION TIME
3, 4, and 5 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
MARCIEL for the finest in wedding
meeting regularly at:
and portrait photography. LA 3Tuesday, March 18 10: 10-12:00
8:10
-2403.
.Wednesday, March 19 10: 10-12:00
9:10
Thursday, March 20 10:10-12:00
10:10
_
_ Friday, March 21 10:10-12:00 RIDERS needed to San Francisco.
11:10
Leaving March 19 or 20. Call LA
...Tuesday, March 18 1:10- 3:00
12:10
_
4-7538.
1: 10
.Wednesday, March 19 1:10- 3: 00
2: 10
.Thursday, March 20 1:10- 3:00
Friday,
3:10
March 21 1:10- 3:00
GREAT BOOKS
_
Tuesday.
4:10
March 18 3:10- 5:00
Excellent Complete
Wednesday, March 19 3:10- 5: 00
All Hs 102 sections
Phone EA 5-2806
Rooms Quiz: A— P 302
D— LA 319
G— BA 401
Help Wanted
E— P 354
H— E 101
B— LL 115
I— BA 402
C— P 304
F— LA 124
LEGAL SECRETARY
J— LA 222
Opportunity with new dynamic law
The following courses which meet only one day a
firm No legal experience required
week will have the final examination on the last
College education & bookkeeping
class day:
skills desirable Phone MA 3-5296.
ME 270
BI 304
Art 336
Art 351 Dr 420 PE 1698
Jr 321 PE 169C
N 325
Art 322
Art 346
Art 352
Spectator Want-Ads
N 340
Art 334
Art 347
Art 353 PE 161
PE 169D
Art 348
Art 452
PE 169A EE 434
N 441
Art 335
give big Dividends
Last scheduled class period:
)
schedule,
All classes in conflict with this
EA 3-9400, Ext. 596
classes not provided for, and lab only classes)

_

-

"" No doubt about it. Ebineezer Scrooge would have

—

_

loved a low-cost NBofC Special Checking Account. "/">

_ _

mk

Hbb^SP

— 'mF

W

.

—

—

—

—

—

§And

so will you. An NBofC Special Checking Account is
a great way to organize yoiJr budget. Tells you how

much you spent for what— and where. No minimum
balance. No regular monthly service charge. Better
check it out today.

NBC
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCECORPORATION

.

DEPOSITSINSURED UP TO iIbOOO

PAT, JOHN, SUMMS

and MAHONES
INVITE YOU TO

"the FORUM
"

POOL TABLE
HAPPY HOURS
722 E. Pike
ID Please

(failure)
PORTRAIT OF
A YOUNG MAN
UPTIGHT
It's not hard to get that
way, you know. All it takes is
a wife, a kid, mounting responsibilities, inadequate planning
and you're racked up. So
make financial security your

—

—

Start to plan now for it
by investing in a life insurance
program that will expand as
your needs do. The earlier you
start, the less it costs, and the
more security you'll have a
chance to build.
Give us a call. Or stop by
our office, and let's talk about
how to shun sharks pool or

—

P

John Rogers
Ea 4-7792
Robert Pigott
Ea 2-6769

PROVIPENT

MUTUALmIBI III I

INSURANCE COMPANV OF PHILADELPHIA

You'll never get anywhere without it.
Nothing helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of sayinga chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their ownerrors.
Don't get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our

recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small

decision whenit's his.
If you're the type who'dlike the chance
tomake your ownmoves, seeour recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

®

WesternElectric

MANUFACTURING &SUPPLYUNIT Of THE BELLSYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

